PROPOSAL TO CLOSE EXCHANGE and STUDY ABROAD PROGRAMS
USAC Brazil Semester (INTA 390) and Summer (INTA 391)

RATIONALE:
The University Studies Abroad Consortium (USAC), our partner, has closed their program at Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina (UFSC) in Florianopolis, Brazil due to COVID-19 pandemic conditions. USAC does not plan to return to this institution if they decide to re-open the program in Brazil. We therefore propose to remove the above course numbers from the catalog.

PROPOSAL TO CLOSE EXCHANGE and STUDY ABROAD PROGRAMS
USAC Poland Semester (INTA 381) and Summer (INTA 382)

The University Studies Abroad Consortium (USAC), our partner, has closed their program at Cracow University of Economics in Cracow, Poland due to COVID-19 pandemic conditions. USAC does not plan to return to this institution if they decide to re-open the program in Poland. We therefore propose to remove the above course numbers from the catalog.